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Megger obtains Metrycom, an innovation leader
in Smart Grid keeping an eye on services
Electrical measurement business Megger the other day revealed it has actually obtained the whole share
capital of Metrycom, a company of grid network sensing units and analytics to the electrical supply market.
Metrycom products distinct grid sensing unit and analytics options for online measurements, condition
tracking and fault area utilizing substantial detection and forecast algorithms for medium and high voltage
grid networks. Smart grid sensing unit networks bring insight to grid operators, allowing tracking of actual
time energy intake, stage imbalance and power streams throughout the grid consisting of dispersed
energy resources.
Analytics supplies choice makers with predictive analysis of future faults, supporting predictive upkeep
practices in addition to enhanced detection and area of unexpected blackouts. This likewise allows better
grid system dependability year over year, with enhancements in SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIFI grid
dependability indices.

Jim Fairbairn, Chief Executive Officer of Megger. Image thanks to Megger.
Jim Fairbairn, Chief Executive Officer of Megger, stated “We are pleased to bring Metrycom into the
Megger household. Metrycom’s Smart Grid sensing unit innovation is best-in-class, making it possible for
power energies much better exposure into MV networks to help in grid operation management and
preventative condition-based upkeep, all of which enhance grid dependability.
On the purchase supporting Megger’s development technique, he stated, “The addition of Metrycom
supports the longer-term market relocate to online tracking options and matches Megger’s partial
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discharge tracking options for substation GIS and GIL possessions. This acquisition underpins our
medium-term vision to end up being a linked, digitally proficient, value-added analytical partner for
electrical power energies and all consumers taking part in power management.”

Liron Frenkel, Chief Executive Officer of Metrycom stated: “We are really happy to have actually been
gotten by Megger, as this matches the Metrycom service, offering impressive service advancement
chances and extended reach to brand-new clients who can gain from our top quality Smart Grid keeping
track of options”.
About Metrycom– Founded in Israel in 2008 and based in Herzliya, where the focus has actually been
crafting advancement of cutting edge Smart Grid services, working carefully with Israel Electric
Corporation and other ingenious electrical energies to deal with future requirements, consisting of
assistance of various network geographies, special services for compensated grid networks, predictive
analysis, pre-fault place, greatest grade of cyber security hardening, versatile interactions alternatives
consisting of incorporated cellular and mesh-radio networks for metropolitan and rural grids, and trusted,
maintenance-free operation in various environments with effective power gathering abilities.
About Megger– Headquartered in Dover, UK, Megger has 9 producing websites worldwide and regional
workplaces in 42 nations. Considering That 1889, business focus has actually been to support the
Electrical Supply Industry with test and measurement instruments, supplying insight to electrical property
efficiency. Megger’s financial investment into online measurements more increases its market significance
for the future.
Source: Megger obtains Metrycom, an innovation leader in Smart Grid keeping an eye on services
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